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ABSTRACT Establishing eye contact is the fundamental key to begin any interaction between human-human

and robot-human. Two approaches are available to develop an eye contact mechanism for robot-human

interaction, such as simplex and duplex. The two most critical tasks: gaze crossing and gaze awareness,

are prerequisite to implementing an active eye contact mechanism in any approach. However, most past

robot-human interaction studies implemented a gaze crossing function to develop eye contact in the simplex

mode where a robot holds for the human to initiate the communication. However, implementing gaze

crossing alone is inadequate to create an active eye contact episode; the gaze awareness function also

essential to achieve. This paper aims to develop a mechanism of duplex eye contact for robot-human

inter-communication satisfying both functions. This work proposes a conceptual model of a duplex eye

contact mechanism considering two cases: human initiative (where the human starts communication with

the robot) and robot initiative (where the robot starts the communication with the participant) to achieve a

duplex eye contact mechanism. Moreover, a simple robotic system is developed consisting of four software

constituents: face detection module, gaze detection and tracking module, gaze awareness module, and robot

response and control module to implement the conceptual model of duplex eye contact. Several preliminary

experiments are performed to extract necessary cues for designing the duplex eye contact mechanism’s

behavioural protocol and present their results to show the usefulness of extracted cues. Moreover, the robotic

framework results in a scenario (e.g., reading the book) with the proposed duplex eye contact mechanism are

presented. The results show that the proposed scheme achieved 92% and 86% accuracy for human initiative

case and robot initiative case, respectively in making eye contact.

INDEX TERMS Human-robot interaction, duplex eye contact, social robots, gaze awareness, face detection,

evaluation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Setting up eye contact is one of the notable primitive abilities

to institute any interplay in robot-human or human-human

communications. Eye contact offers a notable function in

regulating face-to-face interaction and in initializing any

conversation [1]. It is the foundation of developmental

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Tao Liu .

harbinger to more arduous gaze functions such as joint atten-

tion and language understanding [2], [3]. Moreover, it conse-

quences in superior information recall of the conversation [4],

and participants have to establish eye contact to start any

social conversation and sustained [5]. Psychological surveys

illustrated that eye contact enrich the feeling of interest, affec-

tion, trust, engagement and solicitation in one another [6], [7].

The central function of gaze in human-human interaction is

to regulate the flow of conversation [8]. Setting up duplex eye
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contact is one of the essential functionalities to be schemed

and invoked in social agents including robots. Gaze produc-

ing and gaze awareness are the two critical functions to forge

a gainful eye contact event for human-human or human-robot

communications. The eye contact established when both par-

ties perceive their gaze by looking at each other’s face or eyes

simultaneously [8]. Moreover, it often assumed that the gaze

producing function (i.e., looking at each other) is adequate to

set up eye contact. However, psychological surveys revealed

that the gaze producing function alone is not adequate; gaze

awareness should also invoke to establish an actual eye con-

tact behavior [9], [10]. Gaze awareness or gaze-responsive

behaviour is also a vital component in duplex eye contact

scheme for creating the feeling of eye contact [11]. Both

interacting partners should produce appropriate gaze respon-

sive behaviours to interpret each other response. Nonverbal

behaviours such as smiling or eye blinks is considered per-

suasive cues when both parties in face-to-face [12], [13].

Our primary goal is to develop a duplex eye contact mecha-

nism for human-robot intercommunication (HRI), satisfying

gaze crossing and gaze awareness tasks using non-verbal

behaviours. A robot that brings eye contact with a human

is a significant capability to be introduced in social robots.

In recent years, many social robots are trying to use in therapy,

service, sales agent, or teaching [14], [15]. However, before

starting any interaction, the robot must set up eye contact

with the intended partner. In our work, we do not focus on

a particular application of social robots; instead, we empha-

size a fundamental social capability (i.e., establishing eye

contact) necessary to initiate any interaction or conversation.

Although there may be numerous circumstances, this paper

considers a generic situation where the agents (i.e., robot

and the human) are not facing each other at the beginning

of interaction and the human is engaged in a task that does

not occupy ample attention (i.e., reading a book). Under these

constraints, we consider how the robot can behave to set up

eye contact according to humans and robots’ relative position.

Visual stimuli by the robot’s non-verbal behaviours cannot

influence a human’s attention where he/she cannot perceive

the robot due to his/her posture. We do not contemplate such

instances in this research. Many past studies considered the

simplex eye contact approach in the passive mode where

the human faces the robot initially, and the robot wait for

the human to begin the interaction [16]–[21]. However, this

simplex behaviour may not work in all circumstances, and

there are many circumstances in reality that demand duplex

eye contact. A previous system implemented the duplex eye

contact mechanism in the HRI framework, which utilized

a flat-screen display as the robot’s head to manifest com-

puter graphics-based smile appearance as gaze awareness.

Nevertheless, a flat-screen is impractical to realize a robot’s

face.Moreover, most previous systems used the gaze crossing

function alone with the costly and complex robotic plat-

form to implement eye contact mechanism. The proposed

work presents a conceptual model for duplex eye contact

where both the robot and human can initiate the eye contact

event, concerning both gaze crossing and gaze awareness

tasks.

By the adoption of human-human interaction, HRI scheme

should also make sure of eye contact behaviour with the

implementation of gaze crossing and gaze awareness func-

tions [22]. Providing social robots with lifelike sociable com-

petencies that stimulate the impression of a much smarter

and instinctual interaction, ensuring a high degree of content-

ment to communicating humans [23]. Thus, the significant

concerns in our research are: (i) How to design an HRI

framework that can perform the duplex eye contact task?

(ii) How to design discreet cues for a robot to execute the

gaze crossing when interacting partners are not facing each

other due to their spatial positioning? (iii) How does the robot

respond when the human wants to interact with it? (iv) How

the robot vouches if the human is looking at it against its

actions? (v) How can the robot display gaze awareness when

it has ensured gaze crossing with the human? To address

the above mentioned concerns this work proposes an HRI

framework of duplex eye contact by considering two situa-

tions; (i) Robot Initiative Case (RIC) and (ii) Human Initiative

Case (HIC). The proposed framework performs several activ-

ities or actions in RIC and HIC to make eye contact between

humans and robots. Our work’s significant contributions are

listed below:

• Develop a conceptual model of duplex eye contact con-

sidering two cases: human initiative and robot initiative.

• Develop a robotic platform having 04 software modules

(such as FDM, GDTM, GAwM and RRCM) to verify

the conceptual model’s effectiveness.

• Investigate the actions (i.e., cues) of the human and

robot to design suitable cues for gaze crossing and gaze

awareness functions.

• Propose a robotic system’s behavioural protocol to per-

form eye contact. Perform several preliminary exper-

iments to assess the proposed methods’ functionality

when the interacting partners are not facing each other

due to their spatial arrangement.

• Evaluate the proposed framework’s performance in

a particular scenario where the intended participant

involved in a low attention absorption task.

The remaining of the paper is arranged following: sub

section I(A) represents related work. A brief description of

the conceptual design of the duplex eye contact mechanism

is outlined in Section 2. Section 3 provides the suggested

framework with a detailed explanation. Section 4 describes

the overall robotic platform with the description of hard-

ware and software modules. Sections 5, 6, and 7 discussed

the preliminary studies. Section 8 states the evaluation

experiment of the proposed framework with the analysis

of findings. In section 9 there is an analysis of all the

experiments including the preliminary studies have been

discussed. Finally, the paper concludes with a summary

in Section 10.
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A. RELATED WORK

Performing gaze crossing and ensuring gaze awareness are

two essential prerequisites to establish active eye contact

in any interaction. In human-human conversation surveys,

few studies have conducted regarding how a human cross

with the others’ gaze to begun a conversation besides the

rudimentary facts that the people halt a specific extent [24],

initiate the conversation with a reception [25], and organize

oneself in a spatial arrangement [26]. Few recent studies

focused on human’s response to the robot’s eye contact

behaviour in interactive jobs. These studies accustomed to

perform the robot’s gaze functions are usually either not

founded on people gaze pattern or not responsive to the

human mate’s behaviours [27]–[34]. Gaze behaviour char-

acterized as a necessary means for interaction and coordina-

tion in human conversations. The previous study on human

conversation has investigated how people involve in gaze

coordination [35], [36]. This exploration is generally biased,

looking at each participant’s gaze in segregation, and did

not grab the knotty coordinate patterns in which mates’ gaze

behaviours interplay. Based on the past HRI survey, the eye

contact mechanism can be categorized in two ways: simplex

and duplex [8].

In the simplex method, the intended partner initiates the

eye contact event. Few robotic systems have developed

where the robot hold on for the human to begin the eye

contact process. Various past HRI systems have examined

welcoming behaviour to start eye contact event at a public

distant [37]–[41]. These systems developed to emit certain

welcoming words for beginning the communication with

the participant. A small number of frameworks endeav-

oured to encourage people’s engagement by using vocal

signals [16], [17] and recognizing urging behaviour [18].

Majority of these frameworks does not examine how robots

should act to the interacting partner for establishing eye

contact. Few robotic systems have prepared with the abil-

ity to stimulate participants for setting up the eye contact

event using nonverbal actions such as physical position and

gaze [19], approaching path [42], standing footing [21], and

tracking behaviours [20]. These systems supposed that the

interacting participant faces the robot and aims to interact

with it; nevertheless, in actuality, this surmise may not pos-

sess consistently. Robots may hold on for a participant to start

a conversation, and utilizing speech assuredly captures other

participant’s attention, comprising the intended participant.

Though such a passive approach can function in a few cir-

cumstances, numerous situations demand a robot to exploit a

better active technique [43]–[46].

Indeed, a robot that approached participant and starts a

conversation proactively by setting up eye contact should

realise to simulate more life-like than a robot holds on

for its interacting partner [47]. Few robotic frameworks

tooled with the capacity to start conversation proactively with

the participant. Satake et al. [48], [49] developed a frame-

work that facilitates a robot to approach people proactively

by estimating his/her routes in a social space. Their sys-

tem uses voice signal to initiate the conversation, but the

robot’s attempt failed when the target person is busy with

another person. Mitsunaga et al. [50] utilised Robovie-IV

framework, which rambles in an office space and searches

the interacting partner. Nevertheless, the engagement phase

is passive since the robot needs to hold on for the iden-

tified participant to get closer. Performing approaching

behaviour by a robot is not a simple task since it behaviour

requires to be affirmed non-verbally preemptively; unless the

approached participant might not realise that the robot is

addressing her/him or would be overwhelmed by the robot’s

ill-mannered break. People performs this nicely with the eye

gaze [25], [51]. However, these schemes failed to detect the

participant’s gaze and his/her body dictate, which are the

essential parameters to determine whether the participant

has acknowledged to the robot’s beacon or not. Numerous

robotic schemes have designed to obtain eye contact utilis-

ing the gaze crossing employment [52]–[55]. These schemes

assumed to institute eye contact with the people by shift-

ing cameras toward him/her faces. A stuffed-toy robot used

by Yonezawa et al. [56] which can stimulate a favourable

impression by efficient aid of eye contact effects with shared

attention. An eye-gaze process for interactions has been

developed in humanoid robots to indicate allies on their roles

in interaction [55]. Most of these researches directed on the

gaze crossing element solely to design eye contact skill of

social robots and creating gaze-awareness mechanism was

lacking absolutely.

Few simplex eye contact frameworks employed both gaze

crossing and gaze-awareness. Hoque et al. [12], [57] pro-

posed an eye contact system in which the participant’s atten-

tion captured by turning a robot’s head for performing gaze

crossing and use eye blinks for creating gaze awareness.

A design explained the opening a conversation process with

the target participant in diverse viewing conditions where

a robot was capable of meeting the gaze with him/her by

attracting attention through head-turning, head shaking, and

greeting words [58], [59]. This method employed CG images

to perform eye blinks as the gaze awareness capacity. Huang

and Thomaz [60], [61] adopted the Simon robot to assemble

the awareness capacity. The Simon flash its ear when it hears

an announcement. Nevertheless, Simon did not applied ear

blinks as the gaze awareness function instead apply to pro-

duce communication consciousness. Yoshikawa et al. [10]
employed a robotic framework to construct the active gaze

behaviours. This framework revealed that the active gaze

mechanism strengthens the feeling of oneself being gazed

at the robot. Nevertheless it is unexplored how the robot

acts gaze-awareness behaviour to the reacted participant.

Mehlmann et al. [62] used Nao robot which can set up a

mutual gaze and respond to verbal cues with the gaze.

Phyo et al. [63] highlighted on nonverbal action of people

where the robot examines whether the individual is beckoning

the robot by shaking hand. All of these previous HRI studies
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concentrated on developing simplex eye contact schemes

where the robot should begin the eye contact event. In actu-

ality, any agent (i.e., the robot or the human) may initiate eye

contact process in collaborative work. Thus, HRI framework

should design in such a way so that it can capable to work not

only in simplex but also in the duplex way.

Very few studies have focused on designing the duplex

or bi-directional eye contact in employing both gaze cross-

ing and gaze awareness components. Andrist et al. [22] pre-
sented a mechanism of duplex gaze in a virtual agent.

A virtual character coordinates the production and the expo-

sure of gaze cues in this system with the participants.

Miyauchi et al. [8] proposed a duplex eye contact scheme.

In their system, the robot produces a smiling expression as

the gaze-awareness following meeting the gaze. This scheme

employed a flat-screen digital display as the robot’s head

and presented 3D computer graphic (CG) images to imagine

smile appearance. A flat-screen is as unusual and unrealistic

as a face. A fundamental feature is the face appearance’s

geometry; the half-spherical appearance lets the public look

at the face into a 180◦ extended sphere. Imitating the eyes’

geometry, which persists the utmost significant component

in the face, aids understand the robot’s glance, enhancing

interplay [64].

Manyworks such as [8], [19], [42], [65] consider detecting

the human’s frontal face as she/he is approaching the robot to

initiate the interaction. However, it may happen that although

the camera gets a frontal face, the gaze direction is not

towards the robot that leads to failing to establish gaze cross-

ing. We introduced a gaze detection and tracking mechanism

after detecting a human’s face to help a robotic system set

up gaze crossing more effectively. Most previous studies has

been suggested the simplex eye contact approach either in

HIC ( [19], [20], [42], [43]) or RIC ( [48]–[50]).The proposed

work presents a duplex eye contact mechanism considering

both HIC and RIC. Many past works [12], [65] does not con-

sider any gaze awareness function concerning the human. Our

approach considered detecting smile expression as human’s

gaze awareness. This approach will help the robot understand

the human’s willingness as we know a smiling face shows

a positive response for further interaction [66]. As a gaze

awareness, the proposed framework select head nodding with

eye blinks for the robot, which is more human-like than blink-

ing ear [60], [61] blinking eyes [65] or projecting smile on a

flat-screen [8]. In addition to these, all the robotic frameworks

used in past HRI investigations were systematically com-

plicated and costly to develop, assemble, and manage. This

work proposed a duplex eye contact framework taking into

account past systems’ weaknesses. Moreover, to verify the

proposed framework effectiveness, a simple robotic platform

is constructed that is cheaper, easy to set up and maintain than

the existing systems.

II. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF DUPLEX EYE CONTACT

The central purpose of gaze in people interaction is to regulate

the meta-communication. Numerous robotic systems such as

Robita [35], Robovie [67], and Cog [52] have employing gaze

for meta-communication. To implement active eye contact

in the human-initiative case (HIC) or the robot initiative

case (RIC), both parties (i.e., the human (H) and the robot

(R)) should notice that they are gazing at each other and

intent to initiate interaction, which ensures gaze awareness.

It resembles that people can execute eye contact if they gazing

at each other’s face (i.e., gaze crossing) [9]. Gaze crossing

plays a crucial role in any conversation having a significant

influence on social behaviour. Gaze crossing used as a syn-

chronizing signal, as people look at each other while talking

or listening, and this phenomenon is also given feedback to

the participants on any particular points [8], [12].

Gaze awareness action is obliged to establish firm eye

contact as this cue helps the participants to understand the

attention response of each other [8], [65]. To express aware-

ness, people use verbal or non-verbal actions. Nonverbal

action is considered a week action and is powerful when both

parties are face to face. Eye blink, smiling, nodding head are

widespread movements of humans to show awareness when

the distance is small alongwith the condition face to face [12].

Verbal action considered as a firm stroke such as by calling

name or using some reference terms and can be applied in

both long and short distance communication. However, in that

situation, if there are more than one person, confusion and

annoyance may be raised [68]. Figure 1 shows the abstract

view of eye contact process with essential constituents: gaze

crossing and gaze awareness. Figure 1 (a) indicates that the

gaze crossing establishes when the human (H) and the robot

(R) are staring at each other face or eyes. Fig. 1 (b) demon-

strates that both R and H notices each other’s gaze after

meeting the gaze and display gaze awareness with a smiling

expression.

FIGURE 1. Abstract process of eye contact: (a) Gaze crossing, and
(b) Gaze awareness.

People typically turn their head or face to whom they

wish to interact since the head turning is regarded as the

utmost requisite signal to attract the attention of other [55].

If the intended participant is unattended, he/she repeatedly

attempts with the identical signal or with more powerful

one (e.g., shaking hand, waving the head, bodily motions,

or uttering speech). The social robots also adopt the identical

protocol as humans in an actual HRI situation. Where a talker

or hearer is staring is conceivably a dominant signal about

attentiveness and intention in social interaction and offline

communication [69]. Therefore, if the recipient perceived

attraction by the robot’s action, he/she will shift approaching

it, which will obtain confronting arrangement (i.e., crossing

gaze). A number of psychological investigations reveal that
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FIGURE 2. Conceptual process of duplex eye contact framework.

gaze crossing effort merely is not be adequate to build an

active eye contact [9]. Yoshikawa et al. [10] also noticed that
merely gazing is not adequate all the times for the robot to

show people feels that they are being looked at it. Hence, each

interaction agent should understand each other respond and

perform suitable gaze awareness to each other after meeting

the gaze. Exhibition of gaze awareness is an essential function

for the recipient agent to create the feeling of attentional

response.

Based on the preceding discourse, we can hypothesize that

the duplex eye contact framework should consider HIC and

RIC. Both cases perform two fundamental active eye contact

behaviours: gaze crossing (GC) and gaze awareness (GAw)

consecutively. Figure 2 shows the conceptual process of the

duplex eye contact mechanism. Performing duplex eye con-

tact, both agents (R and H) must exhibit explicit behaviours

and respond competently to understand each other in each

case. That means R and H play a set of behaviours R =

{α, β, γ, φ} and H = {λ, ω,µ}. These behaviours used to

exhibit GC and GAw functions in both RIC and HIC. In the

proposed RIC scheme, a set of the behavioural parameter of

R such as α = {head turn, and/or head shake} is used to

attract the attention of H. If H is looking at R by displaying

λ = {head and gaze turn toward R}, it is assumed that

he/she noticed R’s communicative intention. If H maintains

ω = {keep looking toward R}, it performs a set of functions

β = {frontal face detection, gaze detection & gaze tracking}.

Thus, GC is established successfully. The GC constituent

initializes the GAw by exhibiting the γ = {head nod with eye

blinks} behaviour by R. The system expects that H shows a

responsive behaviour to R with µ = {smiling}. The gaze

awareness function completes by detecting the smile expres-

sion (φ), ensuring eye contact.

Again, in the proposed HIC scheme, it is assuming that

H approaches R initially by looking at it to initiate an inter-

action. Thus, H may display behaviour λ = {head or gaze

turn toward R} to convey his/her communicative intention.

R executes behaviour α = {head turn} in response to H.

If H maintains ω = {keep looking toward R}, the R exhibits

set of behaviours β = {frontal face detection, gaze detec-

tion, & gaze tracking} which ensure to set up GC. After

successful completion of GC, H shows a gaze awareness

behaviour µ = {smiling}. R detects H’s smile expression (φ)

and exhibits gaze responsive behaviour to H by γ = {head

nod with eye blinks}. Thus, the gaze awareness function is

performed, which ensures eye contact.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH OF DUPLEX EYE CONTACT

Our work assumed that in any cases, H and R are not facing

each other initially, and the H is occupying his/her current

job. Therefore, in the case of RIC, R should turn its head as

the primary signal to attracts its human partner’s attention

toward R. On the other hand, in HIC, R should direct its

head to H to set up gaze crossing when H is trying to start

communication. A state diagram in Fig 3 describes the duplex

eye contact method. The state variable ST defines either the

human initiative case (HIC) or the robot initiative case (RIC)

which defined as ST ∈ {HIC,RIC}. The signals obtained in

the proposed method are listed in Table 1.

A. RIC IN EYE CONTACT

For the case of RIC, the robot exhibits head movements

depending on the ST as MS ∈ {HT ,HS,HN , 0}, where

HT ∈ {0, ht} with ht indicates pre-defined head-turning

action within 0◦ to 35◦ where ht ∈ {0, α1}, HS ∈

{0, hs} denotes the pre-defined head-shaking action where
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FIGURE 3. Proposed approach of duplex eye contact.

TABLE 1. Signals used in the proposed method.

hs ∈ {0, α} is the ± 20◦ back and forth from the initial

position, and 0 indicates no movement. HN ∈ {0, hn} is

the head nodding action. 0 indicates no movement and hn ∈

{0, γ } denotes the head-nodding within 0◦ to 20◦. The ST = 1

when the system gets on its predefined position by turning

head (ht = α1); thus, it stops moving (MS = 0). If the

system gets a human face (SC = 1) then the next steps will be

continued from this predefined position of the robot; hence,

the robot will not turn to its initial position. R tries to attract

H by shaking its head at the initial point, where (α = 1) is

to attract the participant and nods its head once to show gaze

awareness (γ = 1) to human.

R usually turns it’s head initialy toward the interacting

partner and institutes shaking its head once (if necessary) to

capture his/her attention at theMS state. The human detection

state, SC ∈ {F, 0} analyzes the face position, F ∈ FF,LF
which analysis frontal face (FF) and lateral face (LF). If there
is any face, the robot will check for the next steps to perform

the whole operation. If LF = 1 the system will consider there

is no gaze cross (GC = 0), thus it will jump to AAT phase.

On the other hand, having been detected the frontal face, the R

checks theGC state, which refers to whether two parties cross

their gaze or not.GC = 1 if two participants cross their gaze;

otherwise, the robotic head tries to attract him/her. To reca-

pitulate, if (GC == 0), the R enters AAT attention attraction

state to attract the robot by shaking (α = 1) operation. After

the shaking operation, the robot will again check the GC
states. The attention attraction and robot awareness showing

are performed by generating motion action throughMS state.

Finally, when (GC == 1) R shows awareness in RAw where

R nods (γ = 1) it’s head at MS state and blink its eye at the

same time showing by a projector to display gaze awareness.

In the meantime, the system checks for gaze awareness at

GAwH state, considering human is not reluctant for the rest

of the conversation. GAwH = 1 indicates the human par-

ticipant shows gaze awareness. When both R and H shows

gaze awareness activities (RAw == 1&&GAwH == 1;

then GAW = 1) the system ensure the gaze awareness; that

complete the full trial of robot initiative case which means

EC established.

Besides, the robot holds four seconds after commencing

each effort for making eye contact. It is shown that quietness

of more than four seconds turn into embarrassment since they

entail a rift in the thread of intercommunication [70]. Hence,

the attempt will be considered as failed attempts after the time

is up.

B. HIC IN EYE CONTACT

To embark on, in HIC, prior to the showing awareness,

H and R is facing each other. Noteworthy, only by showing

responsive behaviour within 2 seconds after crossing gaze

R considers the situation as a human initiative case; other-

wise, it is considered as negative feedback in human-human

interaction [70]. First, the robot is in its regular motion from

the primary pose to predefined position searching for the

participant. This motion state or MS contains four parts of

the motion of the robot. It is already mentioned that SC = 1

means it will continue the next steps from this predefined

position; thus the tilt motor will stop, MS = α stands for

shaking the head, and MS = γ represents nodding head.

Therefore, in the beginning, R turns its head and stops at the

predefined position and will get a human (SC = 1). It will

remain at this place for further operations because H and R

are in face to face position, thus F = FF in the human

detection state (SC ∈ {F, 0}; F ∈ FF,LF . The value of

the state, SC is 0 if no face is detected, in this case, ht = 0,

which means the robot will turn to its initial position again.

However, continuing the process, R checks for gaze crossing

after detecting a face. The R checks the GC ∈ {0, 1} state

which refers to whether two parties cross their gaze or not.

Here, GC = 1 means to the two parties crosses their gaze.

At this point, R ensures whether H smiles back to it within

a certain time in the GAwH ∈ {0, 1} state. If GAwH = 1,

RAw shows R’s responsive behavior by nodding its head once

(γ ∈ {0, 1}) and blinking its eyes projected by a pocket

projector, here, γ = 1 stands for nodding operation where

0 represents no operation. These last two actions define that

both parties understand each other actions, which ensures

gaze awareness (GAW ) which confirms eye contact (EC) has
been established and thus human initiative case has been

established.
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FIGURE 4. Robotic platform (a) prototype robotic head with hardware compositions, and (b) an overview of the head with key
software.

IV. ROBOTIC PLATFORM

We designed a robotic head (as a platform) to conduct the

human-robot inter-communication experiments and imple-

ment our conceptual design of duplex eye contact on this

platform. Figure 4 illustrates the schematic layout of the

developed robotic system. Following subsections explain the

development process of the robotic platform with hardware

configuration and software modules.

A. HARDWARE COMPOSITION

The robotic head consists of an LED pocket projector (3M,

MPro150), a spherical 3D mask, a webcam (Logitech C525,

HD 720p), and tracing paper (of 50-gram weight for the

apparent projection of robot eyes). The pocket projector and

3D mask mounted on a supporting structure made of alu-

minium angles and sheets. Two servo motors (S8503 CYS)

and a webcam also attached on this support structure. These

servo motors perform the various head motions such as head

turning, head shaking or head nodding. The webcam detects

the frontal face of the interacting partner and his/her smile

expression. The LED projector is placed on the face mask’s

rear position and projects computer graphic (CG) eye images

on the face mask to generate eye blinks. Fig. 4 (a) shows the

hardware components used to develop the robotic platform.

In order to establish a intercommunication among the

various hardware constituents of the platform, there is a

typical USB link between the multi-purpose computer (Win-

dows 10, 64bit) and Arduino (MEGA 2560, 16 Mhz). The

Arduino receives the serial command from the computer. The

micro-controller controls the rotation and speed of the servo

motors to produce head movements. Three U-shape supports

and a base made of aluminium constructed where the first

support can fold at the middle. This support used to carry the

whole structure. The second support fixed with a servo motor

and third support is attached with the shaft of this servo motor

to perform the movement. A servo motor (SM1) moves ±90◦

horizontally to create the pan movement of the head. Another

servo motor (SM2) fixed with the upper frame at the left side

of the frame to produce the tilt movement. A 3D spherical face

mask is appended with the shaft of SM2 and placed inside this

frame. SM1 and SM2 are wired to an Arduino board. The

computer sends serial data to Arduino which can turn on or

off the servo motors. A command with the angular values (in

degrees) send to the Arduino which turns the servo motor at

a specific position. To warrant stable running, the pan and

tilt movements of the head suited by controlling the speed of

servo motors in several experimental trials. Table 2 represents

the key characteristics of the designed robotic head specified

by the empirical observations.

TABLE 2. Characterises of robotic head.

B. SOFTWARE COMPONENTS

The proposed robotic platform comprises of four key soft-

ware components: FDM (Face Detection Module), GDTM

(Gaze Detection and Tracking Module), GAwM (Gaze

Awareness Module), and RRCM (Robot Response and Con-

trol Module). The RRCM module governs the head motions

based on the output of other modules. The states described

in section III are controlled by these software modules.

Figure 4 (b) illustrates integration of software modules with

hardware.
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FIGURE 5. Output of the FDM module (a) frontal face detection,
(b) lateral face detection.

1) FACE DETECTION MODULE (FDM)

If an agent (human or robot) wants to start an interaction,

it should be looking at the interacting partner by turning face

or gaze. If the human is staring at the robot in any case,

it judges that she/he is interested or responded to communi-

cate to it. The robot needs to be adjusted its angular orienta-

tion to ensures the gaze crossing. In that situation, the FDM

module utilizes the forehead webcam to identify his/her face.

The FDMuses cascaded classifiers based uponAdaBoost and

Haar-like features to detect the human face [71]. This module

works on grey-scale images captured by the webcam. The

detector returns corner coordinates (x, y) of the given image

including the height (h), and width (w). Basically, the state SC
that is detecting human’s frontal (FF) and lateral (LF) face
is run by this module.Fig. 5 shows the outcomes of the FDM

module.

2) GAZE DETECTION AND TRACKING MODULE (GDTM)

The output of the FDM sends to the GDTM. It checks whether

the human’s eye is looking towards the robot or not. Finding

the frontal appearance alone may not justify that the human is

staring at the robot. In numerous circumstances, it is common

to come-up a state where R detects the frontal face of the inter-

acting partner; however, she/he is staring at another focus.

To surmount this difficulty, we employed GDTM to identify

the eye gaze of the human. This module identify and tracks

the direction of the human’s gaze. If H’s eyes gazed through

R, the result delivers to RRCM for confirming the endowment

of gaze crossing. After detecting eye the system detect the

eyeball. This eye detection has been showed in Fig. 6.

FIGURE 6. Detection of gaze of the human.

Algorithm 1 describes the process of eye-ball detection

in the eye image, which ensures whether H is gazing at

R or not. Fig 7 illustrates the output of each step of

Algorithm 1 Gaze Detection and Tracking Algorithm

Input: Detected face image

Output: Eye ball detection

foreach Frame with face do
Find eye region using haar features

Select only one eye portion

Convert the image into grayscale

Find edge using canny edge detector

Detect eyeball using the circular Hough transform

algorithm

Calculate the position of the eyeball from the

boundary of the eye region

if position of the eyeball is ≈ center then
Eye is looking forward direction

GDTM. Noteworthy, the state GC is checked in this module.

We have computed the time complexity of Algorithm 1,

which becomes O(n3).The complexity of finding the eye

region from the face using Haar feature (of Viola-Jones algo-

rithm) and convert it to grey-scale is linear which gives O(n).
The complexity of Canny edge detection and Hough trans-

form areO(mnlogmn) andO(n3) respectively. The complexity

of selecting one eye and finding the distance of eyeball from

the boundary is O(1). Thus, for each frame complexity,

C = (O(n) + O(mnlogmn) + O(1) + O(n3),

We can ignore the O(n),O(1), andO(mnlogmn) complex-

ity due their smaller contributions compared to O(n3).
So, the complexity of each frame is O(n3) and the total

complexity for f frame becomes, C = O(f ∗n3). We analyzed

the recorded interaction videos to calculate the time needed

for detecting gaze. Gaze detection time was computed by

counting the time between after detecting the face and before

starting the gaze awareness cue. Approximately 0.15 seconds

needed to detect the gaze.

a: EYE REGION DETECTION

The human eye searched from the detected face using

Haar-like features at the upper half of the face region [71].

This eye region is separated by examining the face region

[y : y + h/2, x : x + w], where x and y denote the corner

coordinates of the face region including the width (w) and
height (h). This returns the xe, ye,he, we values.

b: ONE EYE SELECTION

In the face-to-face orientation, since both eyes directed on the

same focus, then detecting one eye (left or right) is enough

to ensure gaze crossing. Detecting one eye also reduces the

computational cost. Therefore, we choose one eye to find

out the eye-ball position (Fig. 7(a)). In order to detach one

eye, area of the eye-ball region will crop using the following

coordinates,

oneeye = (xe, ye)(xe +
we

2
; , ye + he)
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where xe, and ye represents the coordinates of the cropped eye
vicinity. he and we/2 indicates the height and the width of the
cropped eye.

c: GREY SCALE CONVERSION

The extracted portion of eye converted to grayscale image

(fig. 7) (b)) using the technique of luminance [72]. Equation 1

used for the grey-scale conversion.

gLuminance = 0.299 × R+ 0.587 × G+ 0.114 × B (1)

FIGURE 7. Processing outcomes of GDTM.

d: DETECTING EDGE

Edges are those positions of the images where perimeter

or boundary is founded. The luminance of the pixels in an

image is changed when it finds an edge. The properties and

values of an edge calculate concerning the neighbour pixels,

which is a vector variable. If the value of the grey level is

similar to the grey level value of neighbourhood pixels, there

is no edge considered. If there is a huge difference with the

neighbourhood pixel, then decided that there is an edge. The

canny edge detector is used (where σ = 1.4 and kernel size

(5× 5)) to detect the edges [73]. Fig. 7 (c) indicates result of

edge detection.

e: SMOOTHING ROI

This step performs the smoothing of images by reducing the

noise. Smoothing is done by blurring operation [73] in which

convolution used with a kernel of low-pass filter. The aver-

aging of the blurred edges are acquired by the convolution

operation of the image to the normalized box filter. It merely

average all pixels within the kernel area and alternates the

principal components. Fig. 7 (d) shows the result of the

smoothing operation.

f: CIRCLE DETECTION

The circle denotes the eye-ball in the eye image and a circle

can be is illustrated as Equation 2.

(x − xcenter )
2 + (y− ycenter )

2 = r2 (2)

where (xcenter , ycenter ) denotes the center coordinate, and r
means the radius of the circle.

21HT circle detection algorithm is used for detecting the

circle in the image [74]. Fig. 7 (e) illustrates the detected

circle in the eye image.

g: CALCULATE THE POSITION OF THE EYE BALL

The centre of the eyeball is recognised concerning the eye

region using the Hough transform [74]. If the eyeball is

positioning at the centre of the image that will consider as

directly looking to the camera, otherwise it will consider as

reluctant in starting communication. Therefore, a result will

forward to the control module as an indication of the gaze

crossing set up. Having been detected the distance from the

four boundaries to the centre allow the system to determine

whether it is in centre or not. The distance from the upper,

lower, left, and right boundary to the centre are denoted

as disU, disD, disL, and disR respectively. The Equation 3

determines these distances from the position of the eyeball.

disi =

√

(xr − xi)2 + (yr − yi)2 (3)

where (xr , yr ) denotes the center of the circle. and xi =

xeorxe + we/2, yi = yeorye + he.The haar feature sends the
four coordinates of the eye region and it is already mentioned

that only one eye has been selected for the further calculation.

So, the four coordinates of the eye region are (xe, ye), (xe, ye+
he), (xe + we/2, ye), (xe + we/2, ye + he) (figure 7(a)) where
he and we/2 indicates the height and the width (we indicates
the width of two eyes, hence, for one eye we take the value

of (we/2).At this point, the distance from the four boundaries

to the centre would be the following: disU =
√

(yr − ye)2,
disD =

√

(yr − ye + he)2, disL =
√

(xr − xe)2, and disR =
√

(yr − xe + we/2)2

FIGURE 8. Results of GDM (a) H is not looking at R (b) H is looking at R.

The conditions disU ≈ disD and disL ≈ disR indi-

cates that the participant is gazing directly toward the robot.

Fig. 8 (a) depicts a case where the participant is not gazing

at the robot, whereas Fig. 8(b) indicates a case in which the

participant looked at the robot.

3) GAZE AWARENESS MODULE (GAwM)

The GAwM recognise the facial expression of the human dur-

ing the interactions. The purpose of this module is to confirm
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FIGURE 9. Detection of gaze responsive behavior of the human.

that the participant is not gazing toward the robot voluntary

but also she/he understood its action. The GDTM sends the

results of eyeball detection to activate GAwM. It is clear that

the state GAwH is controlled by this module to detect human

response. The GAwM detects the smile of the human as gaze

awareness signal using haar features. The GAwM detects

the smile expression as the gaze awareness behaviour of the

human and sends this result to RRCM to execute the head

nods with eye blinks as the gaze awareness behaviours of

the robot. There is a variation of human’s eyes and mouth

regions when she/he is laughing. We used the Viola-Jones

algorithm [71] to detect the face, and gaze. We used a method

introduced by Deniz et al., [75] to detect the smile expres-

sion. This method used Viola-Jones cascade classifier. The

cascade classifier is trained to detect a smile expression by

superimposing the images with smiling faces over 2436 pos-

itive and 3376 negative images. The Viola-Jones algorithm

uses haar-like features to detect facial properties and so smile.

Haar cascade is used for smile detection, which returns the

red coloured rectangle area of the mouth. The coordinates

of the detected face (x, x + w; y, y + h) get from FDM.

These coordinates are sent to GAwM to detect the smiling.

Haar-cascades are classifiers, a series of filters used to detect

smile features by superimposing predefined patterns over

smiling face segments and used as XML files. These filters

are applied one after another to detect a smiling face through

its features. The cascade is a series of filters that will apply

one after the other to detect a smiling face through its feature.

Fig. 9 shows the outcome of smile detection. Fig. 10(a) shows

some haar features applied to detect smile on a face and

fig. 10(b) shows a detected smiling face.

FIGURE 10. (a) haar features used to detect smile (b) Smiling face
detected.

4) ROBOT RESPONSE AND CONTROL MODULE (RRCM)

By using the servo motors (SM1 and SM2), the robot per-

formed all physical motions with the appropriate control

FIGURE 11. Responsive cues for robot: (a)-(b): snapshot of head turn
(c)-(e) snapshot of head shake.

signal arriving from the different modules. In the current

implementation, the robot can execute specific behaviours

during HRI at MS state such as the head-turning (HT), head

shaking (HS), head-nodding (HN). At RAW state the robot

will perform head-nod (HN) and eye blinks (EB) to show

awareness.

• Head-turning (HT): This action is utilized to shifts

the robot’s head to the interacting participant from its

original setting. We settled the pan speed of SM1 at

17◦/second. The setting of the robot and the partici-

pant are settled. Thus, the robot requires to move its

SM1 about 35◦ to ensure facing each other. Fig 11 (b)

depicts HT action of the robot after changing its position

toward the human from the original state (Fig 11 (a)).

• Head shaking (HS): The HS used to perform the waving

action of the robot’s head. This action designed by mov-

ing the head back and forth about ±20◦ from its original

setting. That implies, the robot shifts once its head 20◦

left and 20◦ right. The speed of head-shaking is settled

at 17◦/second. The HS action performed by controlling

the angular movements of SM1 and its speed.

• Head nodding (HN): Nodding head action can use as the

responsive gaze behaviour of the robot. After detecting

the participant’s face and his/her eyeball, the robot per-

forms the head-nodding actions. the robot shifts once its

head 20◦ down and again lift its head 20◦ to get into the

initial position. The speed of head-nodding is also settled

at 17◦/second. Figs. 12(a)–12(c) shows the snapshots of

head-nodding action.

FIGURE 12. Responsive cues for robot: (a)-(c): snapshot of head nod
(d)-(f) snapshot of an eye blink.

• Eye blink (EB): Eye blinks played by the prompt clos-

ing and opening of the eyelids of CG images which

exhibited on the robot’s eyes through the LED projector.
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We fixed the robot to execute eye blinking at a rate

of 1 blink/second. Fig. 12 (d)– 12(f) illustrates a few

snapshots of blinking action.

• Eye blinks with a head nod (EB+HN): In case of show-

ing awareness, we performed both HN and EB at the

same time which follow the rules mentioned above.

The outcomes of the FDM, GDTM, and GAwM are sent

to the servo motors through Arduino to perform various

movements of head (such as turning, nodding, and shak-

ing). The pan servo (SM1) uses to generate the head turning

and shaking movements to attract the interacting partner’s

attention after detecting the face by FDM. The tilt servo

(SM2) produce gaze responsive action by rotating its head

once where this motion of the face mask is identical to the

motion of human’s neck movement up and down. Moreover,

the robot display its gaze awareness by nodding its head

once to let the human notice that it understand his/her gaze

response. The actions of the RRCM depends on control-

ling the two motors by the signals (α1, α, γ ) mentioned

in section III. The functions of RRCM module depends

on the few predefined rules such as (i) at first R turns its

head from initial position, then α1 = 1 (ii) if FDM = 0

then α1 = 0, R turns back to the initial position (ii) If

Face position=LF||FF && GDTM == false; then α = 1,

(iii) In RIC, if Face position=FF;GDTM == true then γ =

1, on the other hand, in HIC if Face position=FF;GDTM ==

true&&GAwM == true then γ = 1,

Based on the values of α, β, and γ , the motors perform

movement actions according to the rules (Eqs. 4-5).

SM1(x) =











Turns, if α = 1,

Shakes, if β = 1,

Stop. otherwise

(4)

SM2(x) =

{

Nods once if γ = 1

No movement. otherwise
(5)

V. PRELIMINARY STUDY 1: TO VERIFY THE EFFECT OF

ROBOT’s TILT MOVEMENTS

The purpose of this study is to settle howmuch tilt movements

(in angle) are appropriate for designing the head nod as a

responsive gaze cue.

A. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Prior to conducting the experiment, attendees were requested

to seat on a chair stable in a predetermined location in a

laboratory setting. Additionally, they asked to keep looking

at the robot when it adjusted its head in such an orientation

so that they could ensure face to face settings. Fig. 13 depicts

the setting and a scene of the experimental environment.

Each trial commencedwith the robot’s gazing at the subject

and terminated with the tilt actions of the robot. Before

initiating the experiment, the subject was explained about the

scope of the experiment.We designed the robot in three ways.

That means the robot display its tile motions in there angular

conditions: (i) at 10◦, (ii) 20◦ and (iii) 30◦ respectively.

FIGURE 13. Experimental setting with a scene.

The subjects were requested to give a response to a question-

naire after interacting all the conditions. The responses are

collected in terms of 1- to- 5 Likert scale where 1 denotes

the less effective and 5 stands very effective. Notewor-

thy, the experiment was a within-subject design where the

sequence of all experimental trials was counterbalanced.
• Evaluation on tilt movement: Your preference of the tilt

movement suitable to design the nodding behavior.

FIGURE 14. Average score of preference on three tilt motions. Error bars
indicate the standard deviation.

B. RESULTS

Twenty human subjects were associated with the experi-

ment. Their (12 female, 08 male) mean age was 21.9 years

(SD = 0.7). All of them were undergraduate students in

the engineering discipline. Figure 14 illustrates the subject’s

preferences on the tilt angle movements suitable for nodding.

Repeated measures of analysis of variance (ANOVA) reveals

a substantial difference among the conditions F(2, 57) =

32.38, p < 0.05. We performed multiple comparisons using

Bonferroni technique which reveals a substantial differences

between conditions for 10◦ vs 20◦ (p = 8.2325e − 10 <

0.05), 20◦ vs 30◦ (p = 4.1039e− 07 < 0.5), and 10◦ vs 30◦

(p = 0.3288998 < 0.5) respectively.

Results indicate that the tilt movement with a 20◦ angle

achieved the highest score of µ = 4.42, SD = 0.49) in

all conditions, which revealed that this movement preferred

most by the participants. Therefore, we will use 20◦ as the

tilt movement to design the head-nodding cue of the robot.

VI. PRELIMINARY STUDY 2: TO VERIFY THE EFFECT OF

NUMBER OF NODDING

Several actions have used in previous studies as the gaze

responsive behaviour of the robot such as eye blinks [12],
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CG smiling [8], and ear blinks [60]. In this work, we propose

head nods as the responsive gaze behaviour of the robot.

That means the robot displays the head nodding as respon-

sive behaviour after confirming the human is looking at it

with smiling. During nodding, the number of the nodding

operation may also be a vital factor to convey gaze awareness

behaviour. Therefore, a study was carried out to verify the

effect of the number of nodding to design a significant

head-nodding cue for robot initiative case with a face-to-face

setting.

A. PARTICIPANTS

A total of twenty undergraduate students (12 female, 08male)

took part in the experiment. The mean age of the participators

was 21.9 years (SD = 0.7), and they have no prior experience

in any HRI experiments.

B. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND PROCEDURE

The study was performed in a controlled environment. Head

nodding considered as gestural information of positive feed-

back, to support questions, and to emphasize agreement with

the conversational partner in face-to-face setting [76]. There-

fore, a robot is prepared to play the head-nodding actions

to create a feeling of gaze awareness among participants.

We asked the participant to sit in a predefined position.

The setup of this experiment is identical to the previous

experiment (Sec. V). An experimental trial began with the

establishing of gaze crossing between the participant and

the robot. This gaze crossing process initiates by the robot

looking at the participant (by turning its head), and she/he

responds to the robot with a smile. The trial ended with

a nodding action while the robot detected the smile of the

participant. To detect the participant’s face and his/her smile,

a webcam attached on the robotic head. Before beginning

the experiment, participants were demonstrated the objective

of this experiment is to measure the appropriateness of an

action of the robot to make them feel that it notice their

looking respond. The robot nodded its head in response to

the participant looking at it and observed how many times of

nodding is enough to interpret the responsive gaze behaviour

of the robot.

C. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

The participants were requested to observe the three con-

ditions one after another: (i) the robot nods once, (ii) the

robot nods twice, and (iii) the robot nods thrice. Noteworthy,

the design of the experiment was a within-subject where the

order of all experimental trials has been counterbalanced.

Finally, after completing all the sessions in three conditions,

the participant requested to provide the answer on the follow-

ing questionnaire using a 1- to- 5 Likert scales (1 denotes for

not effective, and 5 stands for very effective).

• Evaluation: Your preference for the number of nodding

of the robot.

D. RESULTS

Fig. 15 shows that the participant’s preferences for the num-

ber of nodding action of the robot. The result indicates that

nodding once (µ = 4.3, SD = 0.59) achieved a higher score

than the nodding twice (µ = 2.8, SD = 0.6), and nodding

three times (µ = 1.92, SD = 1.44).

FIGURE 15. Mean values of subject impressions of different number of
head nodding.

We conducted ANOVA analysis which shows a substantial

difference among conditions (F(2, 57) = 24.5142, p <

0.05). Multiple comparisons with Bonferroni methods also

reveals the significant means effect such as, nodding once vs

twice: (p = 0.0001028; p < 0.05), nodding one time vs three

times (p = 1.4203e− 08; p < 0.5). However, no substantial

difference is noticed between the nodding twice vs thrice

(p = 0.0592380). Thus, results indicated that nodding once is

acceptable for the participant to understand as the responsive

gaze behaviour of the robot.

VII. PRELIMINARY STUDY 3: TO VERIFY THE EFFECT OF

GAZE AWARENESS CUES

In order to establish a perfect communication channel,

both parties should understand each other actions explic-

itly. In HRI, it is easier for the human to interpret other

cues, but for the robot, it is a quite tricky task. Moreover,

the robot needs to be capable not only to identify the human’s

gaze awareness cues but also presents its gaze awareness

cue explicitly so that the human partner can interpret easily.

Several actions have been used to display the gaze aware-

ness behaviour of the robot in previous studies such as eye

blinks [12], [77], and graphics smiling [8]. The aim of this

study is to assess the effect of three actions such as head

nodding, eye blinks, and a combination of head-nodding with

eye blink as the gaze awareness cue for the robot.

A. DESIGN AND PROCEDURE

The experiments performed in the laboratory setting. A total

of 32 undergraduate students (14 male, 18 female, average

age = 22.03 years, SD = 2.09) attended in this experiment.

We requested participants to look around the robot randomly

from a predefined sitting position. The robot is shaking

its head once to capture the attention of the participant.

We instructed the participant to look at the robot with a smile
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if he/she notice shaking action. AUSB camera fastened on the

robot’s head to identify the face of the participant and his/her

smile. The robot displays gaze awareness cues according to

the conditions after smile detection. Each participant attended

all conditions one after another. A participant experienced

three trials in each condition, and the average duration of

each trial was approximately 60 seconds. All experimental

trials were video recorded. The setup of this experiment was

identical to the earlier experiment (as described in Section V).

B. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

To assess how the proposed gaze awareness cue affects the

performance, we designed other two alternative cues for com-

parison. The experiment conducted as a within-participant

scheme and the sequence of all trials was counterbal-

anced. We implemented the robotic head in three distinct

styles, including the proposed technique as described in the

following.
• Method 1 (Blink only): R blinks it’s eyes after detecting

H’s face. The blinks cue is produced by projecting the

CG images on the tracing paper laid on the robot’s eye.

• Method 2 (Nod only): R display nods once, after detect-

ing H’s face.

• Method 3 (Blink+Nod) (Proposed): R blinks its eyes

first one time and then nod head once, after detecting

H’s face.

C. EVALUATION

The attendees were requested to deliver assessments of all

robots using a 1- to- 5 Likert scale in the questionnaire

(1 denotes for the lowest and 5 for the highest). The ques-

tionnaire comprises four questions (Q1-Q4).
• (Q1) Did you think that the gaze awareness cue of the

robot is reasonable?

• (Q2) Did you follow the gaze awareness cue of the

robot?

• (Q3) Did you think that the action of the robot acknowl-

edged to your response?

• (Q4)Did you feel that the behaviour of the robot is useful

to create your feeling of gaze awareness?

TABLE 3. Participant’s preferences on three gaze awareness cues.

D. RESULTS

Table 3 illustrates the mean and standard deviation (SD)

values of the attendee’s assessment. This result shows that

the proposed scheme achieved a higher score than the other

schemes. For further investigation, a chi-square test used

to find statistically significant differences among the three

methods. Scheffé test has been performed for the post-hoc

analysis which declares the differences between the methods.

Concerning Q1, a statistical significant is revealed among

three methods (χ2(8, 32) = 50.96, p < 0.00001) which

indicates that all methods are not equally founded reason-

able by the respondents. Scheffé test also shows there is

a significant differences between pairs: M1 vs M3 (t =

8.96, p < 0.01), M2 vs M3 (t = 4.34, p < 0.01), and

M2 vs M1 (t = 4.64, p < 0.01). In the case of Q2, there

no statistically significant differences are found among three

conditions (χ2(8, 32) = 68.44, p < 0.00001, significant at

p < .05). Scheffé test also shows the significant differences

for the pairs: M2 vs M3 (t = 5.39, p < 0.01), M1 vs M3

(t = 9.36, p < 0.01), and M1 vs M2 (t = 3.77, p < 0.01).

Concerning Q3, the respondents did not showed the similar

feelings for all methods and chi-square test shows a signifi-

cant differences (χ2(8, 32) = 45.5, p < 0.00001, at p <

0.05). Scheffé test also revealed that there is a significant

difference between pairs such as M2 vs M3 (t = 6.07, p =

2.01Xe − 08) and M3 vs M1 (t = 6.698, p < 0.01)

but no significant difference was found for the pair M2 vs

M1 (p < 0.05). In the case of Q4, statistically significant

differences are found among three conditions (χ2(8, 32) =

76.4, p < 0.00001 at level p < 0.05). Scheffé test also

indicates significant differences between the pairs: M2 vsM3

(t = 5.79, p < 0.01), M3 vs M1 (t = 10.35, p < 0.01), and

M1 vs M2 (t = 4.56, p < 0.01).

Although further investigation needed using more partic-

ipants, the primary analysis of this study confirms that the

combination of head nod and eye blinks are useful than other

cues (i.e., only head or eye movements) to create the feeling

of gaze awareness of the participants.

VIII. DUPLEX EYE CONTACT EXPERIMENTS

The central concern of this work is to design a duplex eye

contact mechanism for HRI. In particular, the robot or the

human can establish an eye contact process between each

other using two modes: (i) robot initiative where the robot

starts the eye contact event and (ii) human initiative where the

human starts the eye contact event. Thus, we conducted two

independent experiments to evaluate the proposed framework

considering two modes.

TABLE 4. Cues extracted from preliminary experiments 1, 2, and 3.

The robot used two signals or cues to perform gaze cross-

ing functions: head-turning and head shaking. A combined

signal is used to perform gaze awareness: head-nodding

with eye blinks. Table 4 shows the signals extracted in

experiments.
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A. PROCESS OF DUPLEX EYE CONTACT

We assume that H and R are currently attending in their

concerned tasks where they are not in face-to-face orienta-

tion. The proposed duplex eye contact framework functioning

independently in two modes: HIC and RIC. Thus, selecting

mode is the primary step of the framework, and this mode

selection is made manually. Figure 16 depicts a flowchart

illustrating the duplex eye contact process concerning HIC

and RIC. In HIC, it is supposed that the H is approaching the

R to begin an interaction. The R adjust its head orientation

(if necessary) by turning to H, detects his/her face and eye

gaze for ensuring the establishment of gaze crossing. If the

H display a smile expression as gaze responsive behaviour,

R detects this smile and display a head nod with eye blinks

as a signal of gaze awareness. The system considers that eye

contact is made successfully after completing R and H’s gaze

awareness signal.

In RIC, the system observes the H and detect his/her face.

R first turns its head, holds (up to 2 seconds) for H’s look-

ing response and commences head shaking (if necessary) to

capture H’s attention. If H is staring at R by rotating his/her

face, the system determines that he/she has responded to

R’s motions. It is recognized by detecting H’s face and eye

gaze in the camera images, ensuring face-to-face orientation

(i.e., gaze crossing). If H is not looking toward R within 2

seconds, the system gives up to establish eye contact. After

gaze crossing, R performs a head nod with an eye blink to

display gaze awareness. H also shows a smile expression

as a response to R’s gaze awareness signal. R detects the

smile expression, and the system considers that eye contact

is established after ensuring R’s and H’s gaze awareness. The

framework considers the case as a failure if it cannot detect

H’s face, gaze or smile and cannot generate head nod or eye

blinks. The framework produces a beep sound in each mode

to indicate eye contact’s success (this is for experimental

purpose).

B. EYE CONTACT EXPERIMENT IN HUMAN INITIATIVE

CASE

The aim of this experiment is to assess the proposed mecha-

nism when the human intends to develop eye contact with the

robot (i.e., human initiative mode).

1) PARTICIPANTS

A total of 12 undergraduate students (two female and ten

male) took part in this study who had no previous experience

in HRI experiments. The mean values of their ages were 20.9

(SD = 1.5) years. Noteworthy, no remunerationwas provided

to the students.

2) DESIGN AND PROCEDURE

The study was carried out at the robotics lab, Chittagong Uni-

versity of Engineering and Technology, Bangladesh, where

the developed robotic head settled on a table. The partici-

pant requested to interact with the robot from a predefined

FIGURE 16. Flowchart of the proposed duplex eye contact framework.

position. Before starting the experiment, the experimenter

manually adjusted the different parameters (such as pan, tilt,

and zoom) of the head-mounted camera. Our primary inten-

tion was to let the participants assess different behaviours of

the robot when she/he interested to make eye contact with

it. Each participant interacted with the three methods, one

after another, and each method consists of three trails. In the

beginning, a demo behaviour is shown by the experimenter

about the interaction protocol. The robot (in each condition)

initialize eye contact process after recognizing the partic-

ipant’s face. All interactions are videotaped using a video

camera. Fig. 17 illustrates the setting and a scene of the

experiment.

3) EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

To investigate the effect of the proposed system on perfor-

mance evaluation, we compared it with two other methods.

The design of the study had a within-participant, and the

sequence of all trials was counterbalanced. Every individual

interacted with the following three methods (M1-M3), one

after another.
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FIGURE 17. The setting of the experiment with a scene in human
initiative case.

• M1: R is in a static initially. H approaches it by coming

forward. R detects his/her face but did not turned its head

from the initial position. If the human smiles, the robot

detects it and blinks its eyes three times as the gaze

awareness behaviour.

• M2 [Proposed Method]: R is in static initially. It turns

its head towards H when she/he approaches to it which

ensure gaze crossing. R detected H’s smile and nod

its head with blinking eyes as gaze awareness cues.

Section III and Sec. IV describes this method in details.

• M3: R moves its head back and forth once initially.

If the human approaches to the robot, it detects his/her

face and stops moving. It adjusts its head to establish

gaze crossing. The robot did not display any action (i.e.,

remain static) after detecting the participant’s smile.

4) HYPOTHESES/PREDICTION

We proposed an HRI mechanism where the human feels that

she/he set up eye contact with the robot when approaches to

it. In order to perform the eye contact, the proposed method

incorporated gaze crossing and gaze awareness components.

While two alternative methods also intend to establish eye

contact, which may lack some functions, but the proposed

method employed these functions. Thus, our hypotheses

argue that if the robot is successful in performing both gaze

crossing and gaze awareness functions with appropriate cues,

then it will establish more effective eye contact. In this regard,

the proposed method can produce more meaningful interac-

tions for making eye contact in the human initiative mode.

Based on this concern, we assumed that the experiment would

verify the following predictions (P1-P4).

• P1: Participants feel that the proposed method can

understand his/her intention to interact with the robot.

• P2: The proposed method provides better gaze respon-

siveness to the participants.

• P3: Participant’s feeling of making eye contact with the

proposed scheme is better than others.

• P4: The proposed scheme outperforming the other two

methods for the overall assessment.

5) EVALUATION MEASURES

We estimated the following qualitative measure in the

experiment:

• Impression ofmaking eye contact: After completion of

all interactions, we proffered a questionnaire to collect

the participant’s impressions on a 1- to- 5 Likert scale.

The questionnaire consisted of the following four items

(Q1-Q4):

– (Q1) Did you think that the robot crossed its gaze

when you have approached it?

– (Q2) Did you understand that the robot displayed

appropriate gaze responsive behaviour to your

approach?

– (Q3) Did you think that the behaviours of the robot

produced your feeling of establishing eye contact

with it?

– (Q4) How effective the mechanismwas to make eye

contact?

6) RESULTS

The result of the questionnaire shows that the proposed

method always get the highest score from the participants.

Fig. 18 shows the participants’ responses to Q1-Q4. We used

a chi-square test to calculate the statistical differences among

three schemes.Besides, Scheffé test has been performed for

the pairwise comparisons which declares the differences

between the methods.

FIGURE 18. Participant’s impression on Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4. The error
bars denotes the standard deviation values.

Concerning the fact of understanding the gaze crossing

behaviour, the chi-square result of Q1 shows that there is a

significant differences among the methods (χ2 = 22.2,p =

0.0047). As turning the head is the fundamental cue to convey

the communication intention of interacting partners, the pro-

posed method achieved a higher score (µ = 4.5, SD = 0.65)

than the methods M1 (µ = 2.75, SD = 1.22) and M3

(µ = 3.00, SD = 0.95). Scheffé test also shows that there is a

significant difference between pairs: M1 vsM2 (t = 4.4, p =

0.0005) and M2 vs M3 (t = 3.78, p = 0.0026), However,

no significant difference is observed between M1 vs M3.

This result shows that the proposed method creates the better

feeling among the participants of understanding human’s

approach. Thus, prediction 1 is verified.

In the case of perceiving the gaze responsive behavior,

the chi square analysis shows that there is a significant

differences among the methods (χ2 = 18.125, p = 0.02;
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significant at p < 0.05). Pair-wise comparison with Scheffé

test indicates the significant differences between pairs: M1 vs

M2 (t = 3.41, p = 0.007) and M2 vs M3 (t = 3.24, p =

0.01). However, there is no significant difference is observed

between M1 vs M3. The results revealed that the participants

can easily understand the actions of the proposed robot as

gaze awareness behaviours. Hence, prediction 2 is verified.

Concerning Q3, Chi-square analysis shows a significant

differences among the threemethods (χ2 = 18.67,p = 0.016;

significant at p < 0.05). Pair-wise comparison using Scheffé

test shows there is a significant difference between M1 vs

M2 (t = 3.89, p = 0.001 at p < 0.05) and M2 vs M3

(t = 3.03, p = 0.01, p < 0.05). Nevertheless, no significant

difference was reported for M1 vs M3. The results depicted

that the feeling of eye contact with the proposed method is a

better way than the other two methods. Thus, the prediction 3

is verified.

Concerning the overall evaluation, a statistically signifi-

cant difference is found (χ2 = 23.19, p = 0.003; significant

at p < 0.05) from chi-square test. Multiple comparisons with

Scheffé test shows that the result of M1 vsM2 (t = 3.49, p =

0.0056) and M2 vs M3 (t = 2.88, p = 0.02) is significant at

p < 0.05. However, there is no significant difference was

reported for the pair M1 vs M3. This result indicated that

the performance of the proposed method outweighs the other

two. Therefore, the prediction 4 is verified.

C. EYE CONTACT EXPERIMENT IN ROBOT INITIATIVE CASE

This experiment aims to assess the proposed mechanism in

the robot initiative mode (i.e. while the robot intends to

develop eye contact with the human).

1) PARTICIPANTS

A total of 12 participants (8 males, and 4 females) were

associated with the experiment. All of them are undergrad-

uate students of a public university of Bangladesh and their

average age was 20.92 (SD = 1.32). Participants had no

previous experience to interact with the robot. There is no

remuneration paid for the participants.

2) DESIGN AND PROCEDURE

To simulate the interaction, we consider a scenario ’reading

the book’. That means the human involves to a task (i.e.,

reading the book) and the robot tries to make eye contact

with him/her. The robot did not play any movement during

the first 60 seconds of the interplay. The robot placed on the

table and the parameters of the head-mounted camera man-

ually adjusted so that it can track the face of the participant.

To produce the stimuli, the robotic head programmed in three

different conditions. During the reading, the participant expe-

rienced one stimulus at a time. In each condition, the robot

attempted to interact in three trials. Fig. 19 shows some scenes

of the experiment during interaction with the robot.

The robot attempts to capture the attention of the interact-

ing partner by its head motions when s/he reads the book.

We asked the participant to look at the robot when she/he

FIGURE 19. Setting and scenes of the experiment (a) H busy with reading
the book; R tries to attract H (b) H perceived R’s action; H smiles and in
response R nods back with blinks.

feel attracted by its motions. The turning angle of the robot

adjusted in such away so that face-to-face orientation ensured

between them. That is means the gaze crossing will establish

when the participant and robot are looking at each other. If the

participant looks at the robot within 2 seconds, it detects

his/her face and gaze. After detecting the gaze, the robot

display is gaze awareness behaviours and complete eye con-

tact process. Before starting the session, participants were

presented a demo behaviour by the experimenter about the

interaction protocol. In any trial, if the participant did not

attend toward the robot within 2 seconds following the robot’s

motions, then it regarded the trial as a failure and ended the

session. All interaction sessions were videotaped to analyze

the behaviours of the participants.

3) EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

The success of establishing eye contact between the robot

and the human depends on their orientation and the nature

of the task they engaged [12]. On the other hand, capturing

someone’s attention (to initiate eye contact process) depends

on the intensity and nature of the action played by the robot.

A mild action may be acceptable to win people attention in

some cases, but most circumstances demand intense action.

Based on this consideration, we design the proposed robot

with both head turn and shaking actions to gain the atten-

tion of the interacting partner. That means, the robot usually

use head-turning action to attracts the human’s attention.

However, it commences head-shaking if it fails to capture

his/her attention by the head-turning action. We proposed an

HRI framework for making eye contact by employing gaze

crossing and gaze awareness components. Therefore, it is

essential to distinguish the proposed approach with others

that lack or weak eye contact functionalities. In order to assess

the suitability of the proposed scheme, we programmed the

robotic head with three alternatives for comparison. Every

participant interacted the following four approaches, one after

another.

• Method 1: The robot turns its head toward the par-

ticipant. If the participant looks at the robot within 2

seconds, it detects his/her face and gaze. After detecting

the gaze, the robot blinks its eyes once.

• Method 2: The robotic head turns to the participant.

If she/he looks at the robot within 2 seconds, it detects

his/her face and gaze. After detecting the gaze, the robot

nods one time.
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• Method 3: The robot shakes its head and ends shaking

by looking at the participant. If the participant looks at

the robot within the expected time frame, it blinks eyes

once.

• Method 4 [Proposed]: The robot customarily turns head

toward the participant and originates shaking its head (if

necessary) to capture his/her attention. If the participant

stares at the robot, it blinks its eyes with head nods

one time. The details design of each cue and operating

procedure of this robot illustrated in Sections III and IV.

4) HYPOTHESES AND PREDICTIONS

Turning the head toward the interacting partner considered

the basic action to convey the communication intention in

HRI studies [12]. However, it might be tough to attract peo-

ple’s attention merely by this action. Especially, when the

target participant engaged in high attention absorption task

or the interaction partners are not facing each other. On the

other hand, some cues create a better feeling of establishing

eye contact than other cues and can convey more meaningful

information to the interacting partner about its intention.

Thus, the following hypotheses (H1-H4) would be checked

by the experiment.
• (H1): Participants recognize that the proposed robot

is better at initiating interaction by attracting their

attention.

• (H2): Participants feel that the proposed robot commu-

nicates its gaze awareness behaviour more effectively.

• (H3): Interacting participants understand that the pro-

posed robot generates a better impression of making eye

contact.

• (H4): The proposed approach outperforms the other

three approaches for the overall assessment.

5) EVALUATION MEASURES

The design of the study had a within-participant, and the

sequence of all trials was counterbalanced. After completion

of all interactions, we proffered a questionnaire to collect

the participant’s opinions on a 1- to- 5 Likert scale. The

questionnaire contained the following four items:
• Initiating interaction: Did you think that the behaviour

of the robot gained your attention to it?

• Impression on gaze awareness: Did you feel that the

robot conveyed its gaze awareness behaviour explicitly

during the interaction?

• Feeling of making eye contact: Did you think that the

robot transmitted the feeling of establishing eye contact?

• Overall evaluation: How useful is the method to estab-

lish eye contact?

6) RESULTS

We used a chi-square test to determine the statistically signifi-

cant differences among the fourmethods. Figure 20 shows the

mean values participant’s responses to Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4.

From the figure, it is clear that the proposed method always

get the highest scores.

FIGURE 20. Participant’s score on different methods. The error bars
denotes the standard deviation values.

Concerning to initiating the interaction, the chi-square test

result shows that there is no significant difference among the

four methods (χ2 = 28.15,p = 0.005) as all methods gained

attention of the participants. However, multiple comparisons

using Scheffé test revealed significant differences between

pairs M1 vs M4 (t = 3.43, p = 0.014) and M2 vs M4 (t =

3.26, p = 0.022). Apart from these, there are no significant

differences between pairs M3 vs M4, M1 vs M2, M2 vs M3,

and M1 vs M3. In addition, the proposed method achieved

the higher scores (µ = 4.67, SD = 0.47) than the methods

M1 (µ = 2.75, SD = 0.76), M2 (µ = 3.08, SD = 1.65) and

M3 (µ = 3, SD = 1.29). This result signify that the proposed

method with the head turning and shaking actions preferred

by the participants to capture their attention for initializing

interaction. Thus, hypothesis 1 is verified.

In the case of impression on gaze awareness, chi square

test represents a significant difference among the methods

(χ2 = 34.3,p = 0.0006, significant level p < 0.05). Multiple

comparison with Scheffé test depicted the significant differ-

ence between pairs: M1 vs M4 (t = 5.95, p = 8.47Xe− 06),

M2 vs M4 (t = 4.86, p = 0.003), and M3 vs M4

(t = 3.78, p = .006). Nevertheless, no significant difference

was reported for the pairs: M1 vs M2, M1 vs M3, and M2 vs

M3. This results showed that the participants perceived the

proposed method is better to display the gaze awareness

behaviours. Therefore, hypothesis 2 verified.

Taking concern about the feeling of making eye contact,

chi-square analysis reveals that there is a significant differ-

ences among the four methods (χ2 = 25.4, p = 0.042, signif-

icant level at p = 0.01 < 0.05). Multiple comparison using

Scheffé test shows a significant difference between pairs:

M1 vs M4 (t = 4.97, p = 0.0002), M2 vs M4 (t = 4.02, p =

0.003), and M3 vs M4 (t = 3.06, p = .035). However, there

is no significant difference was reported between pairs M1 vs

M2, M2 vs M3, and M1 vs M3. The results revealed that

the proposed method produces the better feeling of making

eye contact than other methods. Therefore, the hypothesis

3 verified.

Having been analyzed the overall evaluation, a significant

effect was found for Q4 (χ2 = 26.37, p = 0.009) using

chi-square test among the four methods. Multiple comparison

using Scheffé test reveals that there are significant differences

between pairs: M1 vs M4 (t = 3.81, p = 0.0053), M2 vs M4
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FIGURE 21. Overall evaluation of HIC and RIC: (a) Success ratio(%)
(b) Average time (s).

(t = 3.53, p = 0.011), and M3 vs M4 (t = 2.97, p = .04).

However, there is no significant differences were found for

the pairs: M1 vs M2, M1 vs M3, and M2 vs M3. This results

indicates that the proposed method seems interesting to the

participants and they found it more effective than the other

methods for making eye contact. Thus, the hypothesis 4 is

verified.

D. HIC VS RIC

For making successful eye contact both parties should under-

stand the communicative intention of each other and behaves

appropriately. In addition to that both agents (human or robot)

interpret each other signals or cues explicitly. In order tomake

a comparative sketches between human initiative and robot

initiative approaches, we measured the Success Ratio (SR)
and Average Time (Tavg).
SR can be determined as the ratio between the number of

times that the agent performed the gaze awareness activity

successfully (AGAw ) and number of times the agent attempted

(AAttempt ) (Eq. 6).

SR =
AGAw
AAttempt

× 100% (6)

In HIC and RIC experiments, each participants interacted

thrice with the proposed method. Thus, it is observed a total

of ((12(participants) × 3(actions) = 36 interactions in each

case. Figure 21 (a) shows SR of the proposed method in HIC

and RIC. Concerning the success ratio, the result indicates

that the proposed system performed better in human initiative

case (92%) that than the robot initiative case (86%). The

robot sometimes failed to display an appropriate response

because of the false detection rate which happened in both

cases. In addition, the participants sometimes missed the

robot attention attraction action in RIC. Thus, the HIC shows

a better result than RIC because there is no other horizontal

movement of the robot head after the head-turning action.

We calculate the average time (Tavg) from the successful

eye contact episodes by investigating experimental videos.

The Tavg denotes the ratio of total time (in seconds) elapsed

for making eye contact in all sessions to the total number of

eye contact sessions. A session time counted from the starting

to ending of an eye contact event in any case. Figure 21 (b)

illustrates Tavg for HIC and RIC. Result indicates that HIC

requires in average 13.97 seconds whereas RIC requires a bit

higher average time of 23.03 seconds. In RIC, the robot waits

delivering its head turning and shaking actions which requires

a bit extra time to establish gaze crossing than HIC.

IX. DISCUSSION

Indeed eye contact or gaze contact is the primary contributor

for initiating a social interaction and indicates the degree

of rapport along with proximity, topic affinity, and amount

of positive expression [78]. Gaze contact reveals that the

participants are willing to continue any interaction. In order to

make meaningful gaze contact, both gaze crossing and gaze

awareness are important [12]. In a human-robot interaction

scenario, any agent (i.e., robot or human) can start the con-

version. Thus, this work focused on developing a duplex eye

contact for human-robot intercommunication.

We developed a conceptual model of duplex eye contact

method, including both the human initiative case and the

robot initiative case. To verify the conceptual model’s effec-

tiveness, we have constructed a simple, easy maintaining

robotic platform consisting of 04 software modules FDM,

GDTM, GAwM, and RRCM. The FDM detects the human’s

face, GDTM identifies the gaze direction, and GAwM recog-

nizes the smile expression as a gaze awareness cue.Moreover,

the robotic framework can turn, shake, and nod its head

controlled by the RRCM.

Several cues have extracted by experiments to design the

behavioural protocol of the robot. Preliminary experiment 1

performed to extract the robotic head’s tilt movement angle.

It observed that 20◦ tilt movement is better than 10◦ and

30◦ movements. Experiment 2 revealed that nodding once is

more acceptable than nodding twice and thrice for the par-

ticipant to understand the robot’s responsive gaze behaviour.

Experiment 3 confirmed that the combined signals such as

nodding head with blinking eyes are more useful than only

head nodding or eye blinks signal to create a feeling of gaze

awareness.

The conceptual model is implemented in our developed

robotic framework after extracting the suitable cues for gaze

crossing and gaze awareness. Two experiments have been

performed concerning two cases (human initiative and robot

initiative) to evaluate the proposed duplex eye contact mecha-

nism’s performance in a particular scenario (such as "reading

a book"). Evaluation results show that the proposed frame-

work performs its functions satisfactory in both cases. How-

ever, the proposed system is achieved higher accuracy in HIC

(92%) than RIC (86%).

A. SELECTIVE FRIENDLY EYE CONTACT APPROACH

In duplex eye contact, any agent (the human or robot) can grab

the attention of its interacting partner first as a prerequisite of

eye contact event. We intended to design an HRI framework

by which an agent can set up eye contact with an interested

agent while avoiding catching other agent’s attention as much

as possible. Therefore, the interacting agent should reckon the
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present state of its partner and employ a suitable cue. This

concept is the basic design of our system. The agent should

begin with a weaker action to prevent capturing other agent’s

attention as much as viable besides the target agent and

utilize more decisive action only when the light action flops.

Based on the past findings of psychology and human-robot

interaction researches, we selected the head-turning as the

weakest and primary cue to grab someone’s attention [55].

The system would use the head-shaking cue as a second

attempt if the primary cue failed. Several experiments have

affirmed that the proposed system useful to actualize such an

HRI framework that can grab a designated agent as selectively

as viable.

B. GAZE AWARENESS MODALITY

The previous survey confirmed that establishing gaze cross-

ing alone inadequate to begin any intercommunication event.

Gaze awareness also a significant component in making

meaningful eye contact event [1], [55]. Blinking, nodding

and smiling cues strengthening the feeling of being gazed

at, and these cues can be utilized to transmit a feeling much

successfully in interpreting human’s cognitive or sociable

behaviours. In many situations, the nodding cue used to

denote acknowledgement or consent. However, only blinking

or nodding action may fail to create a stronger feeling of

eye contact being established. Compound eye blinks with

nodding actions can create a stronger feeling of making eye

contact. The previous study performed by Hoque et al. [12]
used eye blinks as gaze awareness modality. We have experi-

mented with the three actions: eye blinks only, head-nodding

only and eye blinks with nodding. Experimental outcomes

have affirmed that eye blinks with nod cues of the robot

proven effective in relaying to the human as the gaze aware-

ness modality.

C. FUTURE CHALLENGES

There are various concerns have not covered in the current

implementation. Few of these addressed in the below:

1) LIMITED PROXIMITY AND VIEWING ANGLE

The current system functioning well in a limited distant

between the human and the robot. The performance of the

system degraded while the distance between the camera and

the participant increased or even failed for greater proximity

due to the constraint of camera focus. Moreover, the current

system considered that the interacting parties should be in

the central/peripheral field of views. Although these might be

true in a few cases, more situations occur where the intended

agent stay in out of the field of view. Thus, the system should

capture the whole field of view (360◦) to interact in any view-

ing conditions. The success of making eye contact depends

on establishing gaze crossing. The robot ensures to establish

gaze crossing with the human when detecting his/her frontal

face and gaze within its field of view. Thus, the robotic

framework successfully establishes the gaze crossing when

the human’s face angle within ±30◦. Mennesson et al., [79]

also showed that the face detection rate considered poor with

the face angle > ±30◦.

The proposed framework may fail to establish eye contact

in several scenarios. For example, the robot’s camera cannot

receive the frontal face within 30◦ due to the human’s looking

response (i.e., face angle) (Fig. 22 (a)). The robot may also

fail to develop contact when the human looks at the robot

by his/her gaze turning. The system should detect the face

first for identifying the gaze. It cannot detect gaze without

detecting the face and hence failed to establish gaze crossing.

Fig. 22(b) depicts a failure case when the human is looking

at the robot by turning gaze.

FIGURE 22. Some unsuccessful cases (a) the camera failed to detect H’s
face within 30◦ (b) H is looking at the R by turning his gaze alone.

2) GENERALIZABILITY

More studies should be introduced for multi parties scenario

in different ages. We evaluated the developed scheme in

a particular scenario where only one human can interact

while she/he involved a common attention absorption task.

Moreover, all the evaluations have performed in controlled

environments. Thus, the generalizability of the scheme is

limited. The more intense technique need to be employed to

make eye contact with the intended human in the multiparty

setting. More experiments should be conducted to investigate

the dynamics of spectators where humans are involved in high

attention absorption activities.

3) CONSTRAINED CUES

The system constrained within the four cues such as heading

turn, head shaking, head nod, and eye blinks. Nevertheless,

in reality, these cues are not sufficient in all situations. The

robot should use other physical cues or voice cue depending

on the situations. However, in multiparty scenario, voice cue

certainly attracts the other’s attention too. Thus, a more subtle

technique should explore and design suitable cues based on

the situations. As examples, waiving hand, touch or going

nearby to the target person can be applied usefully instead

of voice.

4) EMBODIMENT

In order to assess the proposed system, this work pre-

sented a robotic platform which composes of a head mask

with eye blinks. A robot with the full-body embodiment or

anthropomorphic appearances should undoubtedly affect the

interacting patterns of HRI. Thus, the current framework may

be installed in humanoid or social robot to investigate the

usability and performance.
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5) PERSONAL OR CULTURAL DISCREPANCIES

The personal and cultural factors may affect the human’s

impression regarding the behaviours of robots. The robots

require to cope with their process of eye contact with their

partner’s traits. Moreover, humans also understand the capa-

bility of their robotic partners. In future, it should explore

the impacts of robot’s behaviour in various cultural or soci-

etal contexts. In addition to that, how robots work in multi-

ple languages and communicate to humans concerning vari-

ous demographic and personality characteristics should also

address.

6) TECHNICAL CHALLENGES

Due to the deficiency of computer vision technology, recent

humanoid or social robots produce much-restricted interac-

tivity concerning social behaviours and cognitive function-

ality. The proposed framework can recognize, tracks and

understand some responses of one participant (such as smile,

and looking at the robot). However, the robot should compre-

hend more participants responses and behaved accordingly

to adopt with the real-world scenarios. Moreover, developing

instantaneous or competent interactivity into humanoids will

demand interpretation of hybrid cues (a combination of verbal

and non-verbal) and their production.

X. CONCLUSION

The principal aim of this research is to develop a duplex

eye contact scheme for social robots using nonverbal actions.

To fulfil this aim, we have introduced a conceptual model of

duplex eye contact process by bearing in mind two scenarios:

human initiative and robot initiative. A low-cost and less

complicated robotic framework is developed in this work

to implement the conceptual model and to verify its effec-

tiveness. To design the behavioural protocol of the proposed

framework, several effective cues or actions are extracted

from several preliminary experimental studies. Evaluation

results with human participators showed the effectiveness of

the proposed framework. A significant amount of technical

and methodological challenges remained bottlenecks while

designing the duplex eye contact framework. Future improve-

ment should include an automatic pan-tilt zoom camera and

pan-tilt unit instead of servo motors for smooth operation

and better performance. More sophisticated techniques can

be used for face/gaze detection. Furthermore, to be more

realistic, the system can be extended to work with peripheral

or out of the field of viewing situations in the multiparty

scenario. The facial expression recognition, full-body embod-

iment, and other social cues (such as physical touch and hand

waving) can be included for further improvements.
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